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New York (New York) Kicking off 2015 Frieze week, Performa Visionaries are thrilled to invite 
you to	  “VOID”, a one-night-only performance on Monday 11th May, joining dancers Sean Suozzi 
and Claire Kretzschmar from the New York City Ballet and an interactive sensory art installation 
by Jordan Backhus. The performance, curated by Roya Sachs and choreographed by Troy 
Schumacher, looks at the theme of courtship in early dance forms that will take the viewer on a 
journey from past to present, invoking the modernization of courtship, and the suspense that is 
driven through this evolution. 
 
Jordan Backhus materialized the idea of the installation during his studies in physical computing 
and computational media at NYU’s Interactive Telecommunications Program, where he then 
created “VOID,”	   a multi-user, three-dimensional interactive art installation, in collaboration with 
ITP students Sergio Mora-Diaz and Oryan Inbar. Combining Jordan’s filmmaking skills, Sergio’s 
graphic design and architecture expertise, and Oryan’s industrial design know-how, the three set 
out to create an experience that was both ocular and physical. “VOID rejects literal space and 
explicitly appeals to the physicality of the user, attracting his/her attention and use of body as a 
conduit to the mind”	   says Jordan. The installation is made of an arrangement of translucent 
screens, computer generated images (via Processing), and ultrasonic proximity sensors to 
respond directly and visually to the proximities and movements of its users. Jordan continues, 
“Technology and mathematics become the poetic tools, outside of their functional utility, to 
generate an experiential interaction arena and a meditative, transcendent user experience.”	  The 
work is influenced by visual artists who have used physical/sculptural mediums alongside their 
chosen technologies, including Olafur Eliasson and his sculptural manipulations of nature, as well 
as the dramatic effects achieved by Bill Viola in his work The Veiling (1995). Once the installation 
was born, Jordan and Roya began to collaborate, in the hopes of giving the work another 
dimension, through movement and dance. 
 
As Troy was brought onboard, the New York City Ballet choreographer and founder of 
BalletCollective	  ‒	  an interdisciplinary ballet-based arts collective, was immediately drawn to the 
installation, and the parallel uses of language and communication during the Renaissance era 
and that of the present, “I began thinking of courtship through ballet movement and then how 
courtship has found a 21st century voice in which a relatively small space becomes distant and 
shifting instantly (texting, dating apps, etc.)”. By bringing the movements of the dancers into a 
technological spectrum, Troy re-evaluates our relationship to these themes. He continues,	   “I 
became inspired by interpersonal gesture relayed from dancer to dancer as a form of movement 
messaging, or movement texting, so to speak: two dancers slowly courting each other while only 
interpreting the physical meaning from movement as they communicate through their bodies.” His 
choreography includes two dancers; Sean Suozzi has been a part of the New York City Ballet for 
over fifteen years, and was promoted to soloist in 2007. Claire Kretzschmar has danced with the 



 

 

Company for the past nine years, but joined full time in 2011, as a member of the corps de ballet. 
To set the tone, the performance will be paired with a selection from Richard Reed Parry’s Music 
for Hearth and Breath, in which ensembles musically communicate through their breath and the 
sound of their heartbeats, connecting through a void. 
 
Through the movements of the dancers inside and around the installation, they will trigger a 
series of complementary visuals events; the choreography and the interaction will collide in a 
powerful and poetic union of modern technology and classical ballet. Visionaries Steering 
Committee member and curator Roya Sachs explains, “I wanted to bring the past into the 
present, and vice versa; from the start, the project was always going to be a journey, between two 
people, between two histories, and between two worlds ‒	   that of the delicate classical ballet-
esque past, and that of the complex computer driven present.”	  Given the scale of the installation, 
its arena, the immersive optical effects, and the non-traditional display, it will appear that one is, 
in fact, traveling through time and space with the performers. 
 
 

 
 
Experience the art world through the lens of Performa, the leading organization in the field of 
visual art performance! The Performa Visionaries is a dynamic and unique group of art 
enthusiasts, artists and performance ambassadors in New York City. The Visionaries enjoy 
insider access to Performa, the artists, curators, and scholars with whom we work, and key 
contemporary art players in NYC and around the world. Members engage in an array of exclusive 
social and educational events where new ideas around live performance and contemporary art 
are explored and generated in unconventional ways. For more information contact Luisa Gui in 
our Development office at 212-266-5700 or luisa@performa-arts.org. 
 
 
 
About the Art ists 
 
Jordan Backhus is a mixed-media installation artist and filmmaker living in New York City. For 
the last five years, he has worked as a freelance filmmaker and moving image creative with CS 
Global Group, ArtPartner, and Steven Klein Studio (where he worked exclusively as in-house 
editor, sound designer, videographer, and moving image consultant). Some of his collaborations 
have included, but are not limited to, Mercedes-Benz, Estée Lauder Companies, Tom Ford, 
Glacéau Smartwater, Porsche Design, Coach, Proenza Schouler, Hugo Boss, Vogue, and 
Harper’s Bazaar. His most notable collaboration was with W Magazine in the creation of “Time 
Capsule,” ten moving image installations displayed at Park Avenue’s Armory on September 12, 
2011 and Garage CCC in Moscow, Russia in December 2011. In addition to his professional 
endeavors, he has obtained academic certificates in experimental videography at Columbia 
University and a Bachelor of Fine Arts in Film & Television at New York University’s Tisch School 
of the Arts in in December 2012. He is currently a Masters of Professional Studies candidate at 
NYU’s Interactive Telecommunication’s Program (ITP). 
 
Oryan Inbar is an industrial designer and technician living in New York City. He was trained at 
the Polytechnic University of Milan, where he studied innovative design and industrial fabrication. 



 

 

He has participated in a wide array of projects, theatrical set-design and prototypical product 
design. He is a Master’s candidate at NYU’s Interactive Telecommunications Program (ITP). 
 
Sergio Mora-Díaz is an architect and artist born in Santiago, Chile, currently living in New York 
City. His work explores the communicative and interactive qualities of physical spaces, ranging 
from architecture and design to other related disciplines such as installation art, interactive 
technologies, motion graphics and performance art. Some of his previous installations and 
performances have been exhibited at Factoria Italia, the Museum of Memory and Human Rights 
and Lollapalooza Festival in Santiago, Chile. Currently, Sergio is a M.P.S. Candidate at ITP, 
NYU. 
 
Troy Schumacher was born in Atlanta, Georgia and is a dancer and choreographer at New 
York City Ballet and the founder of BalletCollective, an interdisciplinary ballet-based arts 
collective. In addition to his work for BalletCollective, Schumacher has choreographed for New 
York City Ballet, the 92nd Street Y, Aritzia, CR Fashion Book, School of American Ballet, 
Salon/Sanctuary, Sony PlayStation, New York Times Style, Danspace Project and the Atlanta 
Ballet. As a dancer with the New York City Ballet, Schumacher has performed principal roles in 
several ballets, including George Balanchine’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream and Stars and 
Stripes, Peter Martins’ Swan Lake and Romeo + Juliet, and Jerome Robbins’ Interplay. For more 
information visit TroySchumacher.com 
 
Sean Suozzi was born in Glen Cove, New York, and began his dance training at the age of 
seven with Joyce DiLauro. Mr. Suozzi trained for four years at the Nutmeg Ballet in Torrington, 
Connecticut with Sharon Dante, Joan Kunsch, Eleanor D'Antuono, Alexei Tchernichov, and Kevin 
Martin. After attending the 1997 summer session at the School of American Ballet (SAB), the 
official school of New York City Ballet, Mr. Suozzi was invited to continue his studies in the SAB 
winter session as a scholarship student. At SAB, he studied with Stanley Williams, Andrei 
Kramarevsky, Peter Boal, Jock Soto, and Susan Pilarre, among other SAB teachers. Mr. Suozzi 
was invited to become an apprentice with New York City Ballet in April 1999 and joined the 
Company as a member of the corps de ballet in February 2000. In May 2007, Mr. Suozzi was 
promoted to soloist. 
 
Claire Kretzschmar is a member of New York City Ballet’s corps de ballet. She was born in 
Glendale, Arizona and began her dance training at the Academy of Dance Arts in Winston-Salem, 
North Carolina. She later studied at the Wake Forest Community Ballet and the University of 
North Carolina School of the Arts. Ms. Kretzschmar began studying at the School of American 
Ballet (SAB), the official school of New York City Ballet, during the summers of 2006 through 
2009, and enrolled as a full time student in 2009. In November 2010 she became an apprentice 
with NYCB and joined the Company as a member of the corps de ballet in August 2011. 
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

Cocktails	  courtesy	  of	  AVIV	  Vodka	  
	  

#PerformaVisionaries #AVIVvodka 


